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with a ball. (Volleyballs are suggested, as baseballs

might hurt.) There’s a third player with a whistle, or

who can whistle without one. As he or she whistles,

each of the other two players may throw their ball

at the other, or not do so. If neither player does, the

players change places: first to second, second to third

(whistle), third to first. If a player throws, well, then

there’s presumably the smash of a ball on flesh and a

whimper of pain.

This game is also known as Horwas — HOrror Real-

istic WAr Simulator.

24. Kagome � One player (the demon) sits down; the

others form a circle round the demon, and the the cir-

cle then spins, the demon sitting still and with closed

eyes. The people in the circle sing a song, and when

the song ends the circle stops: the demon then has to

name the person standing behind it.

Any brief song or poem will do, as long as all in the

circle can sing it. (A few verses of Sympathy for the

Devil would be nice.)

If the demon is right, its curse is lifted and placed on

the person correctly named.

25. Taboo � The polyamorous players enter a bedroom.

. hold-

ing the Master’s hand while red

gagging porcelain “lingam”

.

26. The Lecture � This game is played during a univer-

sity lecture, a high school class, an important com-

pany presentation, or the like. The players are in

the audience. Any player can gain a point by stand-

ing up and raising both hands, as long as the lec-

turer/teacher/CEO does not notice. Standing up, rais-
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ing both hands and putting a leg on the table is two

points; standing on the table three. Explaining to

anyone that the actions are a part of a game means an

instant game loss. At the end of the lecture/class/meeting,

the points are counted.

27. Hell � The players are in hell. The only way to es-

cape hell is to utter a perfectly true statement. It is

the task of the other players to prevent anyone else

from escaping hell; all tricks of logic, science, rhetoric,

theology and semantics are allowed.

28. Heaven � Every player must be silent. A word, a

whisper, a giggle — all mean losing the game. There’s

one exception: one player is chosen as God, and when

God speaks, everyone must repeat God’s words or im-

mediately lose the game. All losers go to hell. (When

just one player and God remain, they exchange posi-

tions and hell is vomited back into play.)

29. Edward Dininghands � Requirements: Any two of

a spoon, a knife and a fork; also, duct tape. Tape the

implements to the player’s hands; use enough tape to

make the use of fingers impossible. Repeat this for

every player. Then have dinner.

30. Edward McHands � A variant of the previous: There

are no implements, just finger-incapacitating duct tape.

This is applied at the players’ fast food place of choice,

just before the burgers arrive.

31. Pig in a Blanket � (Description omitted since few

people have porcine pets these days, and those that

do generally wish to keep having them.)

32. Stool of Repentance � A game of confession, for-

giveness and shit. Each player prepares an anony-

mous slip of paper with something troubling him/her

written on it. Each slip is then dropped into a toilet
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